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H-10321 Shut-off rod  
Lengths: 2', 3', 4', 5', 6', 7', 8', 10', and 12'
For use with all Buffalo type boxes 
and the following curb boxes: 
H-10300, H-10302, 
H-10304, H-10306, H-10308, 
H-10310, H- 10316, H-10336, 
H-10385, H- 10386, H-10387, 
H-10388 will fit stops and valves to 
2" in size. One end is flattened like 
a chisel and the other end is pointed 
for digging ice or dirt away from lid of 
box. Made of steel.  

H-10322 Curb box key  
Lengths: 2', 3', 4', 5' and 6' 

Designed especially for use with 
H-10312, H-10314, H-10332, and 
H-10334 Curb boxes. One end of the 
crossbar handle has a curved point 
for digging ice or dirt away from lid of 
box. Other end has a spanner wrench 
for removing lids from the H-10312 or 
H-10314 boxes. Made of steel.  

H-10330 Clean-out auger for 2-1/2" 
Buffalo boxes 

Lengths: 4', 5' and 6'
  

H -10331 Clean-out auger for 3"  
Buffalo boxes

Used to open clogged Buffalo type 
curb boxes quickly and easily. 
Eliminates digging up box to reach 
the curb stop. One end of the handle 
is pointed for digging ice or dirt away 
from lid of box. Rod and crossbar 
handle are made of steel and auger 
spiral is made of malleable iron.  

H-10356 Combination key  
Lengths: 18", 27", 36", and 48" 

For use with Buffalo type curb  
boxes to remove screw in lid and  
operate stationary shut-off rods.  
Will not fit tee head of curb valves  
or stops.  

H-10323 Pentagon key - Ductile iron
Used for operating the screws of  
MUELLER and Buffalo type curb  
boxes or repair lids. One end is  
pointed for digging ice or dirt away 
from lid of box. Other end is a 
hammer head. Fits standard water 
works pentagon.  

H-10382 Curb Box Extension  
Lengths: 6", 12", 18", and 24"

Used for extending curb boxes 
with 1-inch upper section.
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